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Key Points:12

• Magnetic fields from large geomagnetic events imposed with different latitude vari-13

ations can produce theoretical extreme storm scenarios.14

• Extreme storm scenarios consistently predict between 13-35% of New Zealand trans-15

formers reaching dangerous levels of long lasting GIC.16

• The transformers at most risk of long lasting GIC are not confined to a small re-17

gion, instead spread throughout the length of New Zealand.18
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Abstract19

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are induced in electrical power transmission20

networks during geomagnetic disturbances. Understanding the magnitude and duration21

of the GIC expected during worst-case extreme storm scenarios is vital to estimate po-22

tential damages and disruptions to power networks. In this study we utilize the mag-23

netic field waveforms measured during three large geomagnetic storms and scale them24

to expected worst case extreme storm magnitudes. Multiple methods are used to sim-25

ulate the varying magnitude of the magnetic field across the different latitudes of New26

Zealand. Modeled GIC is produced for nine extreme storm scenarios, each covering 1-27

1.5 days in duration. Our industry partners, Transpower New Zealand Ltd provided GIC28

magnitude and duration levels which represent a risk to their transformers. Using these29

thresholds various extreme storm scenarios predict between 44 and 115 New Zealand trans-30

formers (13-35%) are at risk of damaging levels of GIC. The transformers at risk are largely31

independent of the extreme storm time-variations, but depend more on the latitude vari-32

ation scenario. We show that these at-risk transformers are not localized to any specific33

region of New Zealand but extend across all regions and include most of the major pop-34

ulation centers. A peak mean absolute GIC over a 60-minute window of 920-2210 A and35

an instantaneous one-minute time resolution maximum GIC of 1590-4920 A occurs for36

a worst-case extreme storm scenario. We believe this is one of the first studies to com-37

bine a reasonable worst-case extreme geomagnetic storm with validated GIC modeling38

and industry-provided GIC risk thresholds.39

Plain Language Summary40

Space Weather events can cause unwanted DC currents in electrical power transmission41

networks during geomagnetic storms. We model multiple difference extreme storms to42

determine the worst case DC currents expected. We work with our industry partners in43

New Zealand to determine DC magnitudes and durations that would put different types44

of transformers at risk. Using these values we predict multiple transformers are at risk45

of damaging levels of DC current. We show that the transformers at risk are located through-46

out all regions of New Zealand. We believe this is one of the first studies that combines47

multiple extreme storms scenarios with industry provided DC current magnitudes and48

durations to determine the risk to transformers.49

1 Introduction50

Geoelectric fields, E, are induced in the conducting Earth as a result of rapid, large51

magnetic field variations due to space weather activity. Furthermore, the induced E-fields52

lead to Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) flowing through grounded conducting53

structures such as pipelines, railways and high-voltage electrical transmission grids (Bolduc,54

2002). It is the latter for which we are concerned about in this study. The generation,55

transmission and distribution of electricity is an essential lifeline utility service for a mod-56

ern society. Any disruption to power systems is of major concern.57

Geomagnetic field disturbances, specifically local, large horizontal field component58

rates of change, H’ are a good indicator of induced electric field (Cagniard, 1953). This59

in turn is the primary driver of large GIC (Viljanen et al., 2001). Mac Manus et al. (2017)60

utilised ∼14 years of GIC measurements from multiple transformers in New Zealand and61

compared them with various geomagnetic field components, finding the majority of trans-62

formers correlating with H’. Large H’ usually occurs at the sudden commencement phase63

of a geomagnetic storm but can also occur throughout the storm main phase or as a re-64

sult of substorms occurring during the storm. The largest measured H’ to date is ∼270065

nT/min, recorded at the Lovo observatory (55.8◦ corrected geomagnetic latitude) near66

Stockholm Sweden in July 1982 (Kappenman, 2006). This led to maximum geoelectric67

fields of 9.1 V/km. Kappenman (2004) noted that electric fields of ∼20 V/km occurred68
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in that same region during the extreme May 1921 geomagnetic disturbance, indicating69

a peak rate of change of 4000 nT/min is possible. Thomson et al. (2011) used extreme70

value statistics and 1-minute data from European magnetic observatories over a 30 year71

period to examine extreme storm H’. For geomagnetic latitudes of the United Kingdom72

(UK) the worst case scenario, indicated by the upper limit of the 95% confidence inter-73

val gives a predicted H’ of 4000 nT/min for a one hundred year return period (increas-74

ing to 6000 nT/min for two hundred year return). Similar levels are given for a “reason-75

able worst-case scenario” in the UK of 5000 nT/min (Cannon, 2013). For contrast, the76

largest measured H’ in the UK to date is 1100 nT/min in 1991 (Beggan et al., 2013).77

The probability of such worst-case scenarios occurring has been examined in many78

studies. Love (2012) used Poisson occurrence probability to show a 10 year return pe-79

riod for a Carrington level event of 6.3%. Other statistical approaches have found this80

likelihood ranging from anywhere as low as 3% up to 12% (Cannon, 2013; Chapman et81

al., 2020; Riley, 2012; Riley & Love, 2017).82

The impact of the Carrington event in 1859 was comparatively minimal, in terms83

of technological disruption and damage. Telegraph lines connecting Boston and Port-84

land in the USA operated for over an hour “with the aid of celestial batteries alone” (Kappenman85

& Albertson, 1990). To the best of our knowledge the negative influence of the Carring-86

ton event on ground-based infrastructure was limited to telegraph systems. No grounded87

power network systems existed at the time of the Carrington event. Given our present88

day reliance on such technology, a magnetic storm of similar magnitude occurring to-89

day would likely have a much more widespread and damaging impact (National Research90

Council, 2008). Multiple power networks around the world could simultaneously be dis-91

rupted or damaged.92

Various studies discussed in the following paragraphs have estimated the economic93

cost of a catastrophic GIC event. This goes far beyond just the expected damage to ex-94

pensive transformer infrastructure and includes the effects of a large electrical blackout95

on essentials such as food and water supplies as well as disruptions to valuable services96

like health and transport networks. Major power grid transformers are typically built97

to order and come in a range of different sizes and configurations. A space weather event98

that destroys a large number of these transformers could require months to fully repair99

or replace, perhaps longer. The damage or permanent removal of a power transmission100

asset can hinder the ability to correctly restore the electricity supply until a spare or re-101

placement asset is provided. The United States National Academy of Sciences (National102

Research Council, 2008) found that an extreme geomagnetic storm could destroy upwards103

of 300 of the 2100 high voltage transformers in the U.S electric grid. It is highly likely104

that this number has decreased with increased research in transformer protection over105

the past decade however we are unable to find a newer estimate for this value. Replace-106

ment transformers would likely cost multi-millions and take many years to manufacture107

and install.108

A long-lasting electrical blackout in one region of the world is likely to have effects109

on the rest of the globe, due to the strongly connected global economy. Oughton et al.110

(2017) estimated that following an extreme space weather event the direct economic cost111

caused by disruption to electrical supply would be only 49% of the total macroeconomic112

cost, with the rest being attributed to the inevitable disruption to global supply chains.113

The estimated costs are immense; Lloyd’s of London (Lloyd, 2013) estimated that a sce-114

nario where 20-40 million people are without power for 16 days to two years could cost115

$0.6-2.6 trillion USD.116

In this study we investigate the GIC expected in New Zealand for a worst-case ex-117

treme geomagnetic storm intended to be on the order of the 1859 Carrington event. We118

use multiple different time varying geomagnetic field variation scenarios as the model in-119

put, to represent uncertainties in the variability during an extreme storm. We combine120
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this with multiple different geomagnetic latitude variations to simulate the variation in121

the magnetic field across the transmission network. Our national grid partners have pro-122

vided us with various different “danger threshold” levels of mean induced currents av-123

eraged across given time periods. These hazard magnitudes vary depending on the type124

of transformer, which our partners have also helped us identify. This allows us to bet-125

ter determine the risk to individual transformers across the New Zealand electrical net-126

work during an extreme storm. We show that there are reoccurring transformers at sub-127

stations with large GIC, indicating regions where mitigation efforts should be focused128

in a future study. We find that these hotspot locations range across the entire length of129

New Zealand, but are fairly consistent across the different storm scenarios. We believe130

the provision of mean GIC hazard levels by our industry partners is a world first and note131

that these transformer hazard magnitudes should not be specific to New Zealand, and132

are likely valid globally.133

2 Extreme Storm Scenarios134

To derive some possible extreme storm scenarios we need to consider a number of135

characteristics of a severe geomagnetic disturbance. These primarily consist of two fac-136

tors: the geomagnetic field time series and the geomagnetic latitude variation. These char-137

acteristics will be explained in more detail below in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.138

2.1 Geomagnetic time series139

Due to the lack of observational information about extreme events on the order of140

the Carrington storm we do not know what the geomagnetic time series would look like.141

While measurements were made during the Carrington event, they are complicated by142

the limitations of the equipment of that era, with faint traces, out of range values, and143

poor experimental response speed. Therefore we will look at several more modern time144

series that we use to represent the potential variability of an extreme storm as a func-145

tion of time. Using the time series of past geomagnetic events we then scale them to the146

expected maximum magnetic field rate of change.147

This approach is justified when considering the geospace drivers that produced these148

past geomagnetic field signatures. Pulkkinen et al. (2012) described how many differ-149

ent dynamic processes are involved in generating the magnetic field including the inter-150

actions of the solar wind with the magnetosphere and ionosphere systems. Each step along151

this process has its own unique complex characteristics and no single geomagnetic time152

series is capable of capturing the full variation of extreme storms. By using past observed153

storms we hope to also accurately capture the variations occurring throughout the whole154

duration of a storm. The importance of this from a GIC standpoint will be addressed155

in a later section, but we note that the long duration of enhanced GIC can have differ-156

ent technological implications when compared to the short-duration maximum GIC of-157

ten seen at the sudden commencement. Weigel and Baker (2003) showed one can view158

the solar wind input as effectively a linear amplifier of the ground magnetic field fluc-159

tuations. Consequently by taking an observed geomagnetic field storm one can scale it160

to represent larger solar wind driving conditions, while maintaining the temporal struc-161

ture of the magnetic field variations.162

The geomagnetic observatory in New Zealand is located at Eyrewell (EYR) (43.474◦163

S, 172.393◦ E; blue hexagon in Figure 2 of Mac Manus et al. (2022)). It is part of IN-164

TERMAGNET (https://intermagnet.github.io/) and is operated by GNS Science, New165

Zealand. This station provides 1-minute (and more recently 1-second) magnetic field data166

of various coordinates with 0.1 nT resolution. In one of our scenarios outlined below we167

use observations from the Ottawa (OTT) magnetic observatory in Canada (45.403◦ N,168

284.448◦ E), which is also part of INTERMAGNET.169
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For our extreme storm scenarios we have selected the geomagnetic field fluctuations170

from three large geomagnetic storm events that have occurred in the past: 13-14 March171

1989, 29-30 October 2003 and 7-8 September 2017. These are described in more detail172

below.173

2.1.1 March 1989174

The March 1989 storm caused the collapse of the Hydro Quebec high voltage power175

transmission system (Kappenman & Albertson, 1990; Boteler, 2019). This storm was176

driven by two large coronal mass ejections (CME), which are known to be significant drivers177

of GIC (Huttunen et al., 2008). The second sudden storm commencement at 07:43 UT178

on 13th March occurred at the same time as the substorm that impacted Hydro-Quebec.179

This lead to the large GIC that caused the Hydro-Quebec collapse (Boteler, 2019). The180

largest ever recorded Dst index of -589 nT was recorded during the main phase of this181

storm. Due to the lack of Eyrewell magnetic field measurements for this event we have182

used the magnetic field time series from the Ottawa (OTT) magnetic observatory. These183

measurements consist of 1866 minutes of magnetic field fluctuations beginning at 00:00184

UT on 13th March 1989 (i.e., roughly 1.3 days). A Maximum H’ of ∼550 nT/min was185

measured during this event (Oughton et al., 2017), although the 07:43 UT collapse was186

associated with an earlier and smaller H’ increase of 390 nT/min.187

2.1.2 October 2003188

The October 2003 storm caused blackouts in Southern Sweden (Pulkkinen et al.,189

2005) and might have contributed to transformer failure in the South African high-voltage190

transmission system (Gaunt & Coetzee, 2007). Like March 1989, this storm was also driven191

by a CME and a Dst index of -383 nT was recorded. The magnetic field time series from192

Eyrewell was used for this event and consists of 2048 minutes beginning at 00:00 UT on193

29th October 2003. A maximum H’ of ∼170 nT/min was measured at 06:11 UT on 29th194

October 2003.195

2.1.3 September 2017196

The September 2017 storm was caused by two CMEs in quick succession impact-197

ing the magnetosphere. The magnetic field time series for this event consists of 1440 min-198

utes beginning at 20:00 UT on 7th September 2017 from the Eyrewell magnetometer.199

This event has been discussed extensively by (Clilverd et al., 2018, 2021) and is char-200

acterised by two separate intervals of geomagnetic disturbance, each lasting around six201

hours. A maximum H’ of ∼40 nT/min was measured at 23:02 UT on the 7th Septem-202

ber.203

2.1.4 Time series scaling204

These three time series selected represent some of the largest events in recent his-205

tory. However, these disturbances need to be scaled up to a magnitude expected for a206

worst-case extreme geomagnetic storm. As previously mentioned Thomson et al. (2011)207

estimated that for UK geomagnetic latitudes the upper limit of the 95% confidence in-208

terval gives a predicted H’ of 4000 nT/min for a one hundred year return period (increas-209

ing to 6000 nT/min for two hundred year return). Looking at the corrected geomagnetic210

latitude (CGM) of the UK we note that they lie at very similar latitudes to New Zealand.211

The cities of London and Edinburgh in the UK are at comparable geomagnetic latitudes212

to the cities of Wellington and Dunedin in New Zealand. Due to these latitudinal sim-213

ilarities we believe it is appropriate to use the UK H’ extreme storm predictions for New214

Zealand. For the purpose of this study we have decided to use the upper limit for a one215

hundred year return period of 4000 nT/min. We note this is broadly consistent with the216
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updated UK space weather worst-case environment report, which suggests a peak of 5000217

nT/min (Hapgood et al., 2020).218

The three time series have therefore been scaled such that their maximum H’ is219

4000 nT/min. For the September 2017 storm this requires a scaling factor of 100 while220

for October 2003 it is ∼25. The March 1989 Hydro Quebec event has been scaled by ap-221

proximately seven. These three scaled time series are shown in Figure 1.222

For magnetic field observations, the time series recorded at a geomagnetic obser-223

vatory is the ground-based magnetic field at that specific location. Likewise, once a ge-224

omagnetic field time series has been defined, such as those shown in Figure 1, it is only225

valid for the geomagnetic latitude that it was derived for. For the purposes of this study226

we have assigned these time series as if they were to occur at the location of the Eyrewell227

magnetometer (-50.1◦ CGM). We acknowledge that this selection is rather arbitrary but228

it is worth noting that extreme storm predictions for H’ are not given at a specific lo-229

cation but rather for a range of geomagnetic latitudes (Thomson et al., 2011).230

2.2 Latitude variations231

To utilise our extreme magnetic field time series scenarios at other locations across232

New Zealand, we should scale it to account for the expected regional differences based233

on geomagnetic latitude. Geomagnetic latitude is defined in a similar way to geographic234

latitude except it is in relation to the magnetic poles instead of the geographic poles. The235

ground magnetic field signature is dominated by different magnetosphere-ionosphere source236

currents at different geomagnetic latitudes. At low latitudes a combination of multiple237

sources such as ring equatorial electrojet, magnetotail and magnetopause currents are238

responsible for the ground magnetic field signature, while at high latitudes it is primar-239

ily driven by auroral ionospheric currents (Kivelson & Russell, 1995; Gombosi, 1998; Ohtani240

et al., 2000). Geomagnetic activity can often be expressed as a function of geomagnetic241

latitude.242

Various studies have analyzed magnetic field data from multiple stations worldwide243

to show latitude profiles for large geomagnetic storms. Love et al. (2016) looked at 34244

magnetometers around the world and found a sharp peak in H’ at 60◦. In contrast Pulkkinen245

et al. (2012) looked at the March 1989 and October 2003 events and suggested H’ peaked246

in a latitude band around 50-55◦, below which H’ drops off rapidly. This was supported247

by Ngwira et al. (2013) for 12 large geomagnetic storms. Rogers et al. (2020) fitted Gen-248

eralised Pareto (GP) distributions to 1-minute measurements of H’ from 125 magnetome-249

ters with an average of 28 years of data per site. With this, latitude fits from 0-90◦ were250

predicted for return periods between five and 500 years. A sharp peak is found at 53◦251

in both hemispheres and “no significant hemispherical differences in the CGM latitude252

profiles” exist, broadly agreeing with the previous studies mentioned and supporting the253

use of northern hemisphere extreme storm predictions (such as the UK) in Southern hemi-254

sphere countries of similar latitudes like New Zealand.255

In this study we have applied two different geomagnetic latitude variations as well256

as applying a constant magnetic field across the whole country explained in more detail257

in the following sections. Hence each of our three extreme storm time varying scenar-258

ios also has three different magnetic field variation scenarios.259

2.2.1 NERC scale260

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) looked at defining261

a benchmark geomagnetic disturbance representing a low frequency, high impact event262

(NERC, 2016). The benchmark geomagnetic disturbance event was defined at 60◦. In263

that study a geomagnetic latitude variation scaling approach was used to reduce the mag-264

nitude of geomagnetic activity as you move away from the Earth’s magnetic poles. This265
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Figure 1: The three simulated extreme storms based on past observed and large geo-
magnetic events. Each storm has its maximum H’ scaled up to 4000 nT/min, following
estimates of the extreme storm peak expected from the literature.
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latitude scaling factor was obtained from the studies of Thomson et al. (2011), Pulkkinen266

et al. (2012), and Ngwira et al. (2013) and approximated as the expression given in equa-267

tion 1,268

α = 0.001 ∗ e−0.115∗L, (1)

where L is the geomagnetic latitude in degrees (valid between 40 and 60◦) and α269

represents the scale relative to the reference latitude of 60◦.270

2.2.2 ROGERS scale271

As previously mentioned, Rogers et al. (2020) predicated various return levels for272

return periods of geomagnetic field fluctuations between five and 500 years. Fig. 4 of Rogers273

et al. (2020) shows the return levels of H’ for return periods of 100, 200, and 500 years274

along with fitted smoothed splines for return periods of 5-500 years in panel (d). The275

authors kindly provided the MATLABTM scripts used to generate these spline curves276

in the Supplementary Material. For the purposes of our study we have chosen to use the277

spline fit for a 500 year return period, given this should be “very extreme”. This will be278

referred to as “ROGERS scale” from this point on. For the most extreme worst-case sce-279

narios an equatorward expansion of the Auroral Electrojet towards lower geomagnetic280

latitudes is expected (Ahn et al., 2005).281

2.2.3 Comparison282

For both latitude variations we have normalised the fits such that the maximum283

H’ at Eyrewell is 4000 nT/min. The differences in the two latitude variations affect the284

magnitude of H’ for the different regions of New Zealand. As shown in Figure 2 the max-285

imum H’ for the NERC latitude scale is larger at the two ends of New Zealand (shown286

by the black stars in Figure 2). This shows how significant the geomagnetic latitude vari-287

ation is to the magnetic field strength as it varies from ∼1600 nT/min (∼700 nT/min288

for ROGERS scale) at -41◦ to ∼6100 nT/min (∼5600 nT/min) at -55◦.289

Figure 3 shows the latitude variation as a simple line plot. Here we can more clearly290

see that the gradient for the ROGERS scale drops off more rapidly for the lower lat-291

itudes (regions north of Eyrewell), before smoothing out gradually below 44◦. The NERC292

scale follows an exponential fit, hence by normalising the results at Eyrewell we find a293

region between 50.1 and 53.5◦ for which the ROGERS scale produces larger H’. This en-294

closes a region between Eyrewell and the city of Dunedin.295

2.2.4 Constant magnetic field296

Scenarios with a spatially uniform magnetic field equal to those defined in section297

2.1 and shown in Figure 1 are also applied to the whole region of New Zealand. Clearly,298

this gives large H’ for regions north of Eyrewell and smaller H’ for those south of Eyrewell299

when compared with the two geomagnetic field latitude variations discussed in Sections300

2.2.1 and 2.2.2 and shown graphically in Figure 3.301

This leaves us with nine different extreme storms scenarios (three magnetic time302

series and three geomagnetic field latitude variations). Each of these magnetic field sig-303

natures differs from each other and provides reasonable assurance that we are covering304

a wide variation in the range of potential extreme storms that may impact the Earth in305

the future.306
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Figure 2: Colour plot showing the maximum H’ for the ROGERS (left) and NERC
(right) latitude variations. The location of the Eyrewell magnetometer is given by the
red diamond and represents the location for which both variations have been set to 4000
nT/min. The black stars provide data on levels at the northern-most and southern-most
tips of the main islands.

Figure 3: Simplified line representation of Figure 2 showing the maximum H’ for the
ROGERS (black) and NERC (blue) latitude variations. The black dotted lines indicate
the region for which the ROGERS scale is larger.
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3 Modeling Method307

Many studies modeling GIC in New Zealand have been carried out over the years.308

These studies primarily use the thin sheet model (Divett et al., 2017, 2018, 2020; Mac309

Manus et al., 2022). These studies have utilised a large spatially varying set of GIC ob-310

servations to validate the model against. Rodger et al. (2020) showed significant agree-311

ment between Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and model GIC output in the South312

Island and highlights potential areas of concern in the North Island for locations where313

GIC observations are not currently taken. Ingham et al. (2017) used MT measurements314

in New Zealand to create transfer functions that predict GIC at a number of key trans-315

formers in the South Island of New Zealand during geomagnetic storms. Mukhtar et al.316

(2020) was able to use MT measurements to calculate GIC in the North Island, confirm-317

ing high currents in transformers where THD increases were reported by Rodger et al.318

(2020).319

The approach used in this study is a thin sheet model similar to that explained in320

Section 2 of Mac Manus et al. (2022). Here, we will give a short summary of each sub-321

section and address any areas which differ to that study.322

3.1 Ground Conductance Model323

A thin-sheet conductance (TSC) model of New Zealand and the surrounding ocean324

is used to calculate the electric field. The TSC modeling technique was developed by Vasseur325

and Weidelt (1977). One sixth of a degree (roughly 20 km) grid cells exist with the in-326

tegrated conductance of the upper 20 km of crust representing the on-land conductance327

of each cell. The underlying structure is represented as four layers with resistivity of 1,000,328

10,000, 100, and 1 Ω/m at layer boundaries of 20, 60, and 320 km depths.329

3.2 Geomagnetic Field330

The geomagnetic field input are the nine different extreme storm scenarios explained331

in section 2. These are of 1-minute cadence at a resolution of 0.1 nT. The X (positive332

to geographic north, and Y (positive toward east) components are used as the inputs for333

the thin sheet with values applied to every cell in the model domain.334

3.3 Geoelectric Field335

Electric fields are induced at the surface of the Earth due to temporal variations336

in the magnetic field. We use the thin-sheet model of Vasseur and Weidelt (1977) to cal-337

culate these electric fields. Like Mac Manus et al. (2022) the range of valid periods have338

not been restricted and span from 2-minutes (corresponding to the Nyquist frequency)339

to the length of the geomagnetic disturbance period modeled (1440, 1866, or 2048 min-340

utes depending on the scenario).341

3.4 GIC Model342

The New Zealand high-voltage AC power network consists of a large number of sub-343

stations (∼190) each with a varying number of transformers (∼590). A number of these344

transformers (∼55%) are Earthed and allow GIC to flow to and from ground through345

the transformer earthing points. The substations are connected together by ∼410 trans-346

mission lines of voltage ranges: 50/66 kV, 110 kV, and 220 kV.347

The GIC is modeled at the transformer level following the approach of Lehtinen348

and Pirjola (1985) and the modification by Boteler and Pirjola (2014). This gives us the349

calculated current through each transformer winding and transmission line. A detailed350
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explanation of this process has been given in Section 2.4 of Mac Manus et al. (2022) and351

the references within.352

To model GIC accurately in New Zealand an understanding of four key character-353

istics are required. These include:354

• Location of Substations and their Earthed/Unearthed status.355

• Transmission line connections between substation and the path these lines follow.356

• Number of and type of transformers in a substations including Earthed/Unearthed357

status.358

• Electrical resistance of all substations (via EGR), transformers, and transmission359

lines.360

Some transformer windings in the New Zealand network are termed “upper phase”361

transformers. This refers to a series winding on an auto transformer between two nonzero362

kV buses. It is also worth noting that transformers referred to as “unearthed” are only363

unearthed on the high voltage side (66 kV or greater). These transformers may be earthed364

on the local network, at lower voltage which we are not modeling here. The local net-365

works at lower voltages throughout New Zealand consist of higher line resistances and366

shorter line lengths, leading to smaller GIC and much less stress on transformers in these367

networks.368

3.5 Spectral Scaling of GIC369

Mac Manus et al. (2022) modeled the GIC during 25 disturbed periods covering370

weakly active periods through to large geomagnetic storms from 2001-2019. In that study371

they used nearly two decades of GIC observations archived by Transpower New Zealand372

Ltd, the national grid operator, to help validate the model output.373

Validating the modeled GIC at the 73 transformers which have measured GIC across374

the multiple disturbance events allowed the creation of 73 unique local scaling curves.375

These were termed the “local multi-storm corrected power spectra” (LMSC power spec-376

tra) and provided a unique correction applied to that specific transformer to produce more377

accurate GIC values. By averaging all LMSC power spectra created a “nationwide multi-378

storm corrected power spectra” (NMSC power spectra) to improve the model at trans-379

formers without existing GIC measurements. The use of 73 LMSC power spectra pro-380

vides reasonable assurance that the un-monitored transformers will be represented by381

those for which measurements do exist.382

By scaling the model output using the observed GIC power spectra Mac Manus383

et al. (2022) showed that the correlations between maximum modeled and observed GIC384

is improved by 10-40% depending on the transformer. The Pearson Correlation Coef-385

ficients were also improved.386

Since Mac Manus et al. (2022) there have been some small network resistance changes387

and the decommissioning of the New Plymouth substation. These changes are very min-388

imal and result in between 0-0.5% of a change in the LMSC and NMSC power spectra.389

The current study makes use of the most up to date New Zealand network configura-390

tion we know of, which was provided on 26th February 2022.391

4 GIC impacts on power systems392

The primary GIC impact occurs at the higher voltage levels due to the long line393

lengths and lower line resistances. In New Zealand, ∼40% of the transmission lines are394

at 220 kV yet they make up 80% of the GIC flowing through transmission lines. GIC395
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in transformers can cause half-cycle saturation leading to a number of secondary effects.396

These are mentioned in Molinski (2002) and include:397

• Heating of the transformer core leading to damage from the stray AC magnetic398

flux.399

• Generation of harmonics due to deviation from the quasi sinusoidal electric cur-400

rent and system voltage.401

• Increases in transformer magnetizing current changing the balance between the402

“real” power used for serving system load and “imaginary” reactive power fluc-403

tuating within the transmission system.404

These effects can lead to system voltage instabilities, voltage collapse and blackouts. Real405

and reactive power imbalances are the most likely scenario for large transmission sys-406

tem impact during an extreme geomagnetic storm (NERC, 2012). The March 1989 Hy-407

dro Quebec blackout was a combination of harmonics (item 2) and power imbalances (item408

3) (Bolduc, 2002; Boteler, 2019).409

Transformer heating related damage has also been documented before. Examples410

include the New Jersey Saleem power station during March 1989 and several South African411

transformers as a result of the October/November 2003 geomagnetic storm (Gaunt &412

Coetzee, 2007). Wide-scale sudden damage of a large number of transformers due to large413

geomagnetic activity is unlikely. Most large-scale GIC spikes are too short in duration414

and should not elevate the transformer hot spot temperature to dangerous levels. How-415

ever, extreme worst case scenarios are likely to have enhanced GIC with magnitudes above416

dangerous thresholds for extended durations . This could result in insulation damage417

which may cause immediate failure, or a reduction in the transformer lifetime in terms418

of total operational hours before a replacement is needed. A number of reports indi-419

cate how lower levels of GIC can impact the transmission system performance and ef-420

ficiency by gradually degrading key system components (Forbes & St. Cyr, 2008, 2010;421

Gaunt, 2014).422

Figure 4 is an example of the relationship between GIC and hotspot temperatures423

in a transformer. The hotspot heating is not instantaneous and is dependent on the GIC424

time series history including the amplitude and duration of GIC as well as the bulk oil425

and ambient temperature.426

4.1 Industry GIC thresholds427

The transformer related effects discussed above occur when high magnitudes of GIC428

flow through the transformer windings. Quantifying what is considered as high magni-429

tude is dependent on the power network system characteristics. The Federal Energy Reg-430

ulatory Commission (FERC) standard sets 75 A per phase (225 A for a three phase trans-431

former) as the threshold for thermal impact assessment (FERC, 2015).432

Transformer manufacturers use GIC capability curves to identify thermal impact433

thresholds. These vary based on the transformer design and need to account for high mag-434

nitude, short duration GIC and low magnitude, long duration GIC. This represents the435

maximum GIC the transformer would operate at without exceeding its loss of life thresh-436

old. Unfortunately details around how these curves are created and what assumptions437

are made are limited.438

Girgis and Vedante (2013) presents the GIC capability of a transformers using load-439

ing limits recommended by the IEEE Loading Guide C57.12.91. These limits vary de-440

pending on insulation type and GIC duration but range from 140-160◦C for 30-minute441

durations and 160-180◦C for 2-minute GIC pulses. These limits are set to reduce the rate442

of degradation of the insulation used in the transformer and to prevent the buildup of443

gas bubbles in the oil. For 30 minutes a GIC of 150 A/phase (600 A/phase) is required444

–12–
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Figure 4: Example showing GIC/temperature relationship. The Blue line indicates tem-
perature and the red is the magnitude of GIC/phase. From Marti et al. (2013).

to reach 140◦C (160◦C) while for short 2-minute GIC pulses, values of 520A/phase (900445

A/phase) are required to reach 160◦C (180◦C).446

4.2 Transpower danger threshold levels447

Transpower New Zealand Ltd have provided the authors of this study with current448

thresholds and durations that would minimise either:449

• excessive loss of transformer life (>20% of transformer life) or450

• the probability of catastrophic failure either through insulating oil thermal break-451

down and hydrogen bubble formation or overheating of conductors or their insu-452

lation structure degrading.453

The threshold and duration values were determined by considered the transformer sus-454

ceptibility and site specific GIC currents as outlined in the IEEE C57.163-2015 guide while455

allowing for the substantially greater magnitude and duration of base and peak GIC cur-456

rents observed and modeled in New Zealand. These values were correlated with the ex-457

pected effect on a new 220/110 kV three phase three limb core transformer design com-458

pleted by one of Transpower’s transformer suppliers. The design looked at winding and459

core structure hot spot temperatures and reported the various current time and dura-460

tion combinations required to cause either excessive life of the transformer to be lost or461

for the transformer to enter a state where the probability of catastrophic insulation fail-462

ure was very high. The tests and modeling were performed for a modern three phase three463

limb unit while reductions of a factor 10 have been applied to single phase units. Table464

1 shows the current and duration thresholds from this test corresponding to an oil tem-465

perature of 180◦C.466

–13–
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Table 1: Tolerable duration of mean absolute current vs cumulative time for three phase
three limb and single phase transformer. This corresponds to the thresholds required to
reach 180◦C

Danger Level 1 2 3 4 5

3phase

-cumulative time [minutes] 240 180 120 30 15

-mean current [|A|] 200 300 500 750 1000

1phase

-cumulative time [minutes] 240 180 120 30 15

-mean current [|A|] 20 30 50 75 100

Note that “Danger Level” 1 is not inherently better than danger level 5. All of the467

danger levels in Table 1 are a set of industry provided GIC levels to avoid because they468

should all elevate the transformer oil temperature to 180◦C , despite spanning a range469

of mean currents and time periods. However, in the following descriptions of the mod-470

eling results we consider danger level 1 as the least concerning, and danger level 5 as the471

most concerning, primarily due to the higher GIC levels requiring more rapid response472

times in order to stop the transformer reaching the critical temperature threshold.473

5 Extreme storm results474

GIC output for the nine extreme storm scenarios discussed in section 2 have been475

calculated for all the earthed transformers in the New Zealand power network. In each476

case, every transformer with GIC has been checked to see if it exceeds the magnitude477

and time thresholds given in Table 1 for each danger level, taking into account of whether478

the transformers is of 3-phase 3-limb design or single phase.479

We will initially discuss the three scenarios based of the March 1989 event.480

5.1 March 1989 scenarios481

Figure 5 shows the time series of the modeled GIC for “LVR HWB T6”. In this482

Figure a comparison between the original GIC (blue) and the NMSC corrected GIC (green)483

is given. Here, we find a maximum GIC of 2600 A (up from 2200 A for the original GIC484

calculation) leading to a 60-minute mean of 720 A. This is the GIC flowing through the485

0-110 kV node of the #6 transformer at the Halfway Bush (HWB) substation in Dunedin.486

HWB T6 is an autotransformer, hence it also has GIC flowing through the 110-220 kV487

node (HVR HWB T6). Throughout the rest of the paper, unless otherwise mentioned488

the GIC values presented are the NMSC corrected values. The colored bars at the bot-489

tom of the figure represent time periods for which the corresponding danger level was490

reached (Cyan (1), Yellow (2), Orange (3), Red (4), Maroon (5)). Each instance in time491

for which a danger level is reached indicates the mean current over the previous “X” amount492

of minutes for said danger level was above the required threshold. For example, in Fig-493

ure 5, danger level 1 is first reached at 08:03 UT. This requires the mean absolute GIC494

in the previous four hours (4:03 - 8:03 UT) to exceed 200 A.495

The locations that meet the Transpower danger thresholds are given in the map496

in Figure 6. The three panels represent the three different latitude scaling methods. Each497

colored shape represents a substations that contains at least one transformer that meets498
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Figure 5: Modeled GIC for HWB T6 during the March 1989 ROGERS latitude scenario.
In green is the output after the NMSC correction. In blue is the original modeled GIC for
comparison. The colored bars at the bottom represent time periods for which the corre-
sponding danger level was reached (Cyan (1), Yellow (2), Orange (3), Red (4), Maroon
(5))

at the specific danger level (Cyan square (1), Yellow diamond (2), Orange triangle (3),499

Red hexagon (4), Maroon star (5)).500

For the ROGERS latitude variation 44 transformers (13% of the total earthed trans-501

formers) reach at least danger level 1, shown by the colored shapes in the left hand panel502

of Figure 6. Of these 38 (those given by the maroon stars in the left hand panel) reach503

the highest danger level. This indicates all of those 38 have GIC which exceed 1000 A504

mean (or 100 A for single phase) over a 15 minute period. For this scenario the largest505

mean GIC are recorded at SDN T2 (South Dunedin) and HWB T6 with a mean abso-506

lute current over 15 minutes of 2250 and 1530 A respectively. The South Dunedin and507

Halfway Bush substations are within 5km of each other and are located in the city of508

Dunedin in the lower South Island. They have consistently been the two transformers509

with the largest observed GIC during past geomagnetic events. The left hand panel of510

Figure 6 shows that the majority of the transformers identified are located in the lower511

South Island. However, a few locations in the North Island also reach the highest dan-512

ger level. These include the substations of Stratford (SFD) on the North Island west coast,513

Redclyffe (RDF) on the east coast, and Henderson (HEN) in the city of Auckland. All514

these transformers exceeding the threshold are single phase transformers that until the515

end of 2021, had no GIC measurements. Rodger et al. (2020) showed a correlation be-516

tween even-order harmonics and large GIC at sites with measured GIC at the instrumented517

substations in the South Island and also showed the presence of harmonics at the three518

North Island substations mentioned, supporting the validity of the modeling output show-519

ing increased GIC activity at these locations. Since 2021, LEMs to measure GIC have520

been installed at multiple new locations in the North Island such as HEN and Bunnythorpe521

(BPE).522

Using the NERC latitude variation produces similar results for this scaled time vari-523

ation. Here a larger number (53, 16% of total) exceed a danger level threshold, however524
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Figure 6: Substations that meet the various Transpower danger levels for the ROGERS,
NERC, and constant Eyrewell (EYR) geomagnetic latitude variations for the March 1989
extreme storm scenario. The colored shapes represent the maximum danger level that a
transformer at the given substation reached.

the same transformers reach the largest threshold (shown by the same maroon stars in525

the left and center panel of Figure 6). This indicates consistency in which transformers526

have the largest modeled GIC. Some additional locations reach the lower threshold mean527

of 200/20 A (three or single phase) for a duration of four hours. These locations are pri-528

marily in the center of the North island (shown by the additional cyan squares in the529

middle panel). This is understandable when looking at the magnetic field in Figures 2530

and 3. The larger H’ in the central North Island for the NERC latitude variation leads531

to larger electric fields and therefore larger GIC.532

The right hand panel of Figure 6 shows the situation for a non-spatially varying533

magnetic field. This produces larger magnetic and electric field in the North Island as534

shown by the increased number of substations reaching the various danger levels. In to-535

tal 81 (24%) of transformers exceed a danger level threshold. While the non-varying field536

is not particularly physically valid, it provides a different form of extreme test, and pro-537

vides additional information on the transformers which might be at risk (and likely more538

importantly, those unlikely to be at risk).539

Table 2 lists the top 10 transformers for each latitude variation approach by mean540

GIC over a 60-minute interval. The maximum GIC during the event is also given in the541

last column. This table is independent of transformer type as there is no GIC thresh-542

old requirement. The table demonstrates that the same transformers typically have the543

largest GIC regardless of latitude variation as eight of the top 10 occur for both the ROGERS544

and NERC scenarios (six are also present for the constant scenario). When considering545

all transformers we find that 58(18% of total), 69(21%) and 95(29%) transformers ex-546

ceed 100 A for a 60-minute mean GIC for the three latitude variation scenarios, respec-547

tively.548

5.2 October 2003 scenarios549

The results for the October 2003 ROGERS latitude variation are very similar to550

those from the equivalent March 1989 scenario. By looking at the left hand panel of Fig-551

ure 6 and 7 we can see that typically the same locations reach the Transpower danger552

levels. In fact, the exact same 44 transformers reach the danger levels. In contrast 28553

transformers reach the highest danger level (i.e., level 5), down from 38 for the March554
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1989 event. This indicates smaller mean currents occurring within the 15 minute inter-555

val required to exceed the threshold and can be seen by the larger number of non-maroon556

colored shapes in the left hand panel of Figure 7 when compared to the left hand panel557

of Figure 6.558

Figure 7: Substations that meet the various Transpower danger levels for the ROGERS,
NERC, and constant Eyrewell (EYR) geomagnetic latitude variations for the October
2003 extreme storm scenario. The colored shapes represent the maximum danger level
that a transformer at the given substation reached.

Likewise, for the NERC latitude variation the results are very similar. A total of559

54 (up one from 53) transformers exceed a danger level threshold. For the constant Eyrewell560

condition the results differ the most from the earlier scenario. Here 67 (20%) reached561

a danger level threshold. This is down from 81 transformers for the March 1989 scenario.562

However the biggest difference comes when we look at the danger level that each trans-563

former reached. We find a number of transformers that reached the lower danger level564

(Cyan square) for March 1989 increasing to the second danger level (Yellow diamond)565

for October 2003. We also see the Halfway Bush substation does not reach the largest566

danger threshold in this case. This is the only occurrence of this in the nine extreme storm567

scenarios.568

Table 3 shows the mean GIC over a 60-minute interval as well as the maximum GIC569

during the storm event. We again see similarities with Table 2 in that eight out of 10570

transformers occur in the top 10 for both the March 1989 and October 2003 ROGERS571

latitude scenarios. Likewise eight out of 10 occur for both events with the NERC lat-572

itude variation and eight out of 10 for the constant Eyrewell latitude variation. This shows573

the consistency in which transformers have the largest GIC across multiple extreme storm574

scenarios. Looking at all transformers we find that 49(15%), 58(18%) and 77(23%) trans-575

formers exceed 100 A, 60-minute mean GIC. This is down by 9-18 (3-6%) transformers576

when compared with the March 1989 scenarios.577

5.3 September 2017 scenarios578

The three scenarios for the extreme storm based on the magnetic field time series579

from September 2017 produce the largest GIC of all scenarios modeled. We can see this580

visually in Figure 8. More transformers reach the various danger levels when compared581

to the corresponding latitude variations for either the March 1989 and October 2003 ex-582

treme storm scenarios. Across the three latitude variations scenarios 66 (20%), 91 (27%),583

and 115 (35%) transformers reach a danger level threshold.584
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Figure 8: Substations that meet the various Transpower danger levels for the ROGERS,
NERC, and constant Eyrewell (EYR) geomagnetic latitude variations for the September
2017 extreme storm scenario. The colored shapes represent the maximum danger level
that a transformer at the given substation reached.

One can also clearly see larger mean and maximum currents in Table 4 when com-585

pared to Tables 2 and 3. A significantly larger number of transformers have a mean 60-586

minute GIC above 100 A. This is 118 (36%), 138 (42%), and 182 (55%) for the ROGERS,587

NERC and constant EYR latitude variations. The likely cause for such large GIC as-588

sociated with the three September 2017 scenarios is due to the H’ value of 40 nT/min589

associated with the reference magnetic field. This is a rather small H’ corresponding with590

the large GIC measurements (max of 49 A) in New Zealand during that event (Mac Manus591

et al., 2022). This highlights that the magnetic field waveform used for the extreme storm592

scenarios based of September 2017 represent the worst case scenarios.593

5.4 Overall findings594

Figure 9 shows the mean 60-minute GIC at every earthed transformer. Each panel595

shows one of the extreme storm scenarios modeled. This provides a visual representa-596

tion of Tables 2, 3, and 4 extended to include all 331 earthed transformers that will ex-597

perience some level of GIC. The order is sorted based on the order of the largest GIC598

calculated for the October 2003 ROGERS latitude variation scenario and kept consis-599

tent amongst all scenarios. Here we can see the increased GIC for the September 2017600

scenarios and constant Eyrewell (no latitude variation) scenarios (e.g the bottom row601

and last column for all scenarios).602

This figure also illustrates that the same transformers occur near the top of all sce-603

narios, i.e., the “hot spot” transformers with the largest GIC are essentially the same604

across all scenarios, despite the strong differences between these scenarios. Table 5 sup-605

ports this finding and shows the mean ranking for the top 30 transformers along with606

their ranking for each individual scenario. The substation locations of these 30 trans-607

formers are shown in Figure 10 along with the location of the Eyrewell magnetic obser-608

vatory (given by the blue star). The AC transmission network is shown by the blue lines.609

We suggest that these are the transformers which should be focused upon when consid-610

ering the economic disruption caused by extreme space weather, and any possible mit-611

igation approaches. Note this map extends across both the North and South Islands, in-612

cluding most (but not all) major population centers.613
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Figure 9: Mean 60-minute GIC at each transformer for the nine extreme storm scenarios
modeled.

One of the transformers shown in Figure 10 is at the South Dunedin substation614

(HVR SDN T2). As Table 5 shows, this transformer consistently has the largest 60-minute615

mean GIC for every extreme scenario modeled. In the supplementary material, Figures616

S1-S9 show the GIC time series for this transformer for each scenario (similar to Figure617

5). The colored bars at the bottom of the figure represent time periods for which the cor-618

responding danger level was reached (Cyan (1), Yellow (2), Orange (3), Red (4), Maroon619

(5)). This highlights that a danger level is often reached for multiple continuous min-620

utes throughout the extreme storm scenario, further increasing the likelihood of trans-621

former failure and network disruption.622

Tables 2, 3, and 4 provide some insights into the variability of the different extreme623

storm scenarios. The mean 60-minute GIC for the top 10 transformers in the March 1989624

scenarios is very similar if not slightly smaller than the October 2003 scenarios while in625

contrast the maximum GIC is approximately double. The September 2017 scenarios are626

large for both the mean and max GIC. Multiple different extreme storm scenarios are627

required to give a better understanding of the expected instantaneous max GIC and long628

term mean GIC.629

6 Summary and Discussion630

Extreme geomagnetic storms can lead to large GIC in earthed transformer wind-631

ings that have the potential to damage the transformer and disrupt the power supply.632

Not only is the concern from short lived GIC pulses, but also from elevated GIC that633

last for extended periods of time. Such elevated GIC over significant time can cause trans-634

former core temperature increases that can reduce the transformers life span; in extreme635

cases this may cause a transformer to be physically damaged during the storm itself.636

The results presented in this study are all relative to the selected reference max-637

imum H’ of 4000 nT/min used at the location of the Eyrewell magnetometer. A larger638

value such as 6000 nT/min given in Thomson et al. (2011) corresponding to the upper639

limit of the 95% confidence interval for a 200 year return event could have been selected,640

as this would also be “reasonable” for an extreme geomagnetic storm impacting New Zealand.641
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Figure 10: Location of the top 30 transformers (given in Table 5) ranked by mean GIC
over a 60-minute duration. These are given by the orange circles while the Eyrewell mag-
netic observatory is shown as a blue star.
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Given the range of maximum rates of change for UK-extreme storms discussed earlier,642

the 4000 nT/min value we use also appears “reasonable” for a geomagnetically mid-latitude643

country, like New Zealand. A higher H’ level of 6000 nT/min would result in 16-47% of644

transformers reaching a danger level thresholds (compared with 13-35% for 4000 nT/min)645

and an increase in the mean and maximum GIC throughout all transformers in the net-646

work. This emphasises the importance of the choice of the maximum H’ used in the sce-647

narios, as a larger value will push more transformers onto the risk list.648

Table 5 shows that the 60-minute mean GIC is consistently largest for a transformer649

at the South Dunedin substation (HVR SDN T2). This is located in the city of Dunedin650

in the South Island while the largest GIC in the North Island is at the Henderson sub-651

station (LVR HEN T1) in the city of Auckland. The maximum geoelectric field in the652

region for which transmission lines flow into the South Dunedin substation is between653

11-16 V/km depending on the extreme storm scenario while for Henderson this value varies654

between 6-9 V/km. These values appear approximately consistent with the range of peak655

electric fields presented in the literature for extreme events. Kappenman (2004) suggests656

a 100 year return level event electric field of approximately 20 V/km while a worst case657

Carrington event could be larger. For a similar geomagnetic latitude country like the UK,658

Beggan et al. (2013) reports an expected electric field of 10 V/km for extreme storms.659

The NERC guidelines for GIC mitigation given in U.S., TPL-007-1 use a maximum elec-660

tric field magnitude of 8 V/km for a 100 year return level event. Similarly, Winter et al.661

(2017) used spectral scaling techniques to estimate peak electric field of 9 V/km that may662

be associated with a geomagnetic event of similar magnitude to the Carrington event but663

noted that the uncertainty may be between 4-20 V/km.664

Our goal in this study has been to provide reasonable assurance of the magnitude665

and duration of large GIC at multiple transformers during an extreme storm. To do this666

we looked at nine unique representations of a worst case extreme geomagnetic storm rep-667

resenting various magnetic field waveforms scaled to an extreme storm threshold and hav-668

ing different latitude variations. A peak mean absolute GIC over a 60-minute window669

of 920-2210 A and an instantaneous one-minute time resolution maximum GIC of 1590-670

4920 A is expected for a worst case extreme storm scenario. We find there is a strong671

consistency in the Earthed transformers which reach the industry-provided “danger lev-672

els”. When we use three different large geomagnetic storms to produce the time vari-673

ation for our extreme storms, we find there is only a small difference between the at risk674

transformers, i.e., the hot spots are largely independent of the selected time-variation.675

There is a more significant variation in the at risk transformer list depending on the lat-676

itude variation selected for the extreme storm modeling; however we note the more re-677

alistic scenarios (for which there is some latitude variation) are very similar, while the678

large difference comes from the less realistic representation of a constant field change with679

latitude. This finding is highly useful, as it suggests we can take the transformers iden-680

tified as hotspots and focus mitigation approaches on that equipment. We find that be-681

tween 13 and 35% of all Earthed transformers would reach a danger level provided by682

Transpower. This corresponds to between 44 and 115 transformers throughout New Zealand683

which may need to be replaced costing many millions and taking years to complete. Clearly,684

these are the locations were mitigation and protection systems should be considered in685

the future.686

Ongoing work with Transpower is currently underway to develop effective and re-687

alistic mitigation strategies that can be implemented if an extreme storm is predicted.688

The aim will be to reduce the disruption and damage to the New Zealand power net-689

work. We intend to report on those approaches in a future study.690
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Data Availability691

The New Zealand electrical transmission network’s DC characteristics and DC measure-692

ments were provided to us by Transpower New Zealand with caveats and restrictions.693

This includes requirements of permission before all publications and presentations and694

no ability to provide the observations themselves. In addition, we are unable to provide695

the New Zealand network characteristics due to commercial sensitivity. Requests for ac-696

cess to these characteristics and the DC measurements need to be made to Transpower697

New Zealand. At this time the contact point is Michael Dalzell (Michael.Dalzell@transpower.co.nz).698
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Table 2: Top 10 transformers with the largest mean absolute GIC over a 60-minute inter-
val during the three March 1989 extreme storm scenarios. The instantaneous one-minute
time resolution maximum GIC is also given for those transformers.

Extreme storm based on March 1989

ROGERS latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 1050 3750

LVR HWB T6 720 2600

HVR HWB T6 470 1720

HVR TWI T1 320 1120

HVR TWI T2 320 1110

LVR ISL T6 320 1080

HVR KIK T2 270 900

HVR TIM T5 230 770

HVR HWB T3 220 790

HVR BRY T7 200 780

NERC latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 1130 3780

LVR HWB T6 770 2610

HVR HWB T6 510 1730

LVR ISL T6 320 1120

HVR TWI T1 310 1150

HVR TWI T2 300 1140

HVR KIK T2 270 920

LVR HEN T1 260 890

LVR HEN T5 260 890

HVR HWB T3 230 800

Constant EYR magnetic field

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 920 3040

LVR HWB T6 630 2100

LVR HEN T1 520 1910

LVR HEN T5 520 1910

HVR HWB T6 410 1380

HVR HEN T1 360 1320

HVR HEN T5 360 1320

LVR ISL T6 340 1140

HVR SFD T10 340 1110

HVR WRD T7 320 990
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Table 3: Top 10 transformers with the largest mean absolute GIC over a 60-minute inter-
val during the three October 2003 extreme storm scenarios. The instantaneous one-minute
time resolution maximum GIC is also given for those transformers.

Extreme storm based on October 2003

ROGERS latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 1170 1890

LVR HWB T6 810 1320

HVR HWB T6 530 870

LVR ISL T6 300 540

HVR HWB T3 250 400

HVR BRY T7 240 440

HVR BRY T5 240 440

HVR KIK T2 210 380

HVR TIM T5 200 350

LVR CML T8 180 320

NERC latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 1430 2190

LVR HWB T6 980 1510

HVR HWB T6 640 990

LVR ISL T6 350 580

HVR HWB T3 300 460

LVR HEN T1 280 520

LVR HEN T5 280 520

HVR KIK T2 260 440

HVR BRY T7 250 430

HVR BRY T5 250 430

Constant EYR magnetic field

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 950 1590

LVR HEN T1 680 1160

LVR HEN T5 680 1160

LVR HWB T6 660 1100

HVR HEN T1 470 810

HVR HEN T5 470 810

HVR HWB T6 430 720

HVR SFD T10 360 610

HVR GLN T4 330 600

HVR GLN T5 330 600
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Table 4: Top 10 transformers with the largest mean absolute GIC over a 60-minute in-
terval during the three September 2017 extreme storm scenarios. The instantaneous
one-minute time resolution maximum GIC is also given for those transformers.

Extreme storm based on September 2017

ROGERS latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 2100 4750

LVR HWB T6 1410 3170

HVR HWB T6 920 2070

HVR TWI T1 770 2270

HVR TWI T2 760 2250

LVR ISL T6 640 1490

HVR KIK T2 570 1350

HVR TIM T5 470 1120

HVR HWB T3 430 960

LVR ROX T10 370 830

NERC latitude variation

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 2210 4920

LVR HWB T6 1480 3280

HVR HWB T6 970 2130

HVR TWI T1 680 2130

HVR TWI T2 670 2120

LVR ISL T6 650 1490

HVR KIK T2 540 1280

LVR HEN T1 510 830

LVR HEN T5 510 830

HVR HWB T3 450 990

Constant EYR magnetic field

Transformer GIC [A](mean) GIC [A](max)

HVR SDN T2 1770 3860

LVR HWB T6 1190 2600

LVR HEN T1 990 1770

LVR HEN T5 990 1770

HVR HWB T6 780 1690

LVR ISL T6 690 1570

HVR HEN T1 690 1220

HVR HEN T5 690 1220

HVR WRD T7 670 2190

HVR SFD T10 600 1150
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Table 5: Top 30 transformers ranked by their 60-minute mean GIC for the nine extreme
storm scenarios modeled. The right hand column is the mean for all the ranking; the
smaller the number the higher the mean currents across the scenarios.

Transformers 1989 1989 1989 2003 2003 2003 2017 2017 2017 Mean

ROGERS ROGERS ROGERS NERC NERC NERC EYR EYR EYR rank

HVR SDN T2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

LVR HWB T6 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2.2

HVR HWB T6 3 3 5 3 3 7 3 3 5 3.9

LVR ISL T6 6 4 8 4 4 12 6 6 6 6.2

HVR KIK T2 7 7 11 8 8 14 7 7 12 9

LVR HEN T1 19 8 3 13 6 2 42 8 3 11.6

LVR HEN T5 20 9 4 14 7 3 43 9 4 12.6

HVR SFD T10 21 11 9 11 12 8 28 12 10 13.6

HVR HWB T3 9 10 27 5 5 20 9 10 28 13.7

HVR TIM T5 8 12 26 9 11 24 8 11 23 14.7

HVR BRY T7 10 13 21 6 9 15 18 19 24 15

HVR TWI T1 4 5 19 36 22 33 4 4 16 15.9

HVR BRY T5 11 14 22 7 10 16 19 20 25 16

HVR TWI T2 5 6 20 37 25 34 5 5 17 17.1

LVR TIM T5 14 18 34 12 14 30 17 24 33 21.8

HVR TKB T2 12 25 32 20 23 31 11 21 31 22.9

HVR TKB T3 13 26 33 21 24 32 12 22 32 23.9

HVR HEN T1 47 16 6 38 16 5 57 25 7 24.1

HVR HEN T5 48 17 7 39 17 6 58 26 8 25.1

HVR MAN T1 15 21 50 16 18 52 13 15 47 27.4

HVR MAN T5 16 22 51 17 19 53 14 16 48 28.4

LVR CML T8 22 19 47 10 13 36 26 27 59 28.8

HVR MAN T6 17 23 52 18 20 54 15 17 49 29.4

LVR ROX T10 29 30 60 15 15 38 10 14 56 29.7

HVR RDF T1 49 20 12 40 46 18 45 28 11 29.9

HVR MAN T7 18 24 53 19 21 55 16 18 50 30.4

HVR OHA T4 23 33 41 23 27 42 22 31 38 31.1

HVR OHA T5 24 34 42 24 28 43 23 32 39 32.1

LVR TIM T8 27 31 48 22 26 39 21 35 43 32.4

HVR RDF T3 50 27 13 41 53 21 46 29 14 32.7
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